[Updated Dementia guideline: reflections from primary care].
The updated Dementia guideline of the Dutch Geriatrics Society (NVKG) recommends additional testing (e.g. EEG, cerebrospinal fluid, CT/MRI or SPECT scans) only in cases of persisting significant diagnostic uncertainty. This more parsimonious use of tests appears to contrast with the current trend for specialist memory assessment services to favour full test batteries for all patients, and may be more efficient and less burdensome for patients. However, unlike the benchmark Dementia guideline of the Dutch College of General Practitioners (NHG), the NVKG guideline recommends treatment of Alzheimer's disease patients with cholinesterase inhibitors or memantine. Although meta-analyses yield significant beneficial treatment effects, in our opinion these are not clinically relevant and are mostly short-lived and counterbalanced by the burden of adverse effects. Nevertheless, the NVKG guideline also devotes considerable attention to psychosocial interventions that are valuable for the quality of life of both patients and their carers.